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Abstract: To the base of the footwear soles designing, is the shoe last. The shoe lasts have irregular shapes,
with various curves witch can’t be represented by a simple mathematic function. In order to design the
footwear’s soles it’s necessary to take from the shoe last some base contours. These contours are obtained with
high precision in a 3D CAD system. In the paper, it will be presented a method of designing of the soles for
footwear, computer assisted. The copying process of the shoe last is done using the 3D digitizer. For digitizing,
the shoe last spatial shape is positioned on the peripheral of data gathering, witch follows automatically the
shoe last’s surface. The wire network obtained through digitizing is numerically interpolated with the
interpolator functions in order to obtain the spatial numerical shape of the shoe last. The 3D designing of the
sole will be realized on the numerical shape of the shoe last following the next steps: the manufacture of the
sole’s surface, the lateral surface realization of the sole’s shape, obtaining the link surface between the lateral
side and the planner one of the sole, of the sole’s margin, the sole’s designing contains the skid proof area. The
main advantage of the designing method is the design precision, visualization in 3D space of the sole and the
possibility to take the best decision viewing the acceptance of new sole’s pattern.
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1. INTRODUCTION
To the base of the footwear soles designing, is the shoe last. Nowadays there are specialized
soft equipped with the necessary parts to develop a designing activity, computer assisted that allow the
introduction of the shoe last’s contour in 3D, dressing the shoe last in the footwear’s faces, designing
the shoe last sole in 3 D, diversifying the sole’s patterns witch can be put on the same shoe last, the
design of the matrix, obtaining and multiplying the samples necessary for the matrix execution, the 3D
graphical visualization of the sole’s shapes and matrix, the determination of the polymeric jointing
volumes necessary to obtain the soles in different numbers and sizes [1],[2]
In the paper, it will be presented a method of designing of the soles for footwear, computer
assisted.

2. EXPERIMENTAL PART – CASE STUDY
2.1. The mathematic modeling and graphical visualization of the shoe last
To the sole’s designing for footwear, will be followed the next steps: the shoe last’s designing,
the reconstruction of the shoe last dressed with the footwear faces, the sole’s drawing in 2 D, sole’s
designing in 3 D, attaching the sole to the faces from the shoe last [3].
The shoe lasts have irregular shapes, with various curves witch can’t be represented by a
simple mathematic function.
In order to design the footwear’s soles it’s necessary to take from the shoe last some base
contours: the section through the posterior- anterior longitudinal vertical plan, some transversal
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sections through the shoe last, the shoe last planer surface, developed, the projection in horizontal
plane of the shoe last planer surface. These contours are obtained with high precision in a 3D CAD
system, due to the HARD possibilities offered by the actual technology. The copying process is done
using the 3D digitizer or using the machine type Atos scanned. For digitizing, the shoe last spatial
shape is positioned on the peripheral of data gathering, witch follows automatically the shoe last’s
surface, drawing in the same time some curves on the shoe last [4], like in the Fig 1.

Fig. 1: The shoe last copy, drawing the curve network

The wire network obtained through digitizing is numerically interpolated with the interpolator
functions in order to obtain the spatial numerical shape of the shoe last. The shoe last obtained is
manufactured with soft systems in different shapes and colors to suggest as well as possible its spatial
image [1],[5], like in the Fig 2 .

Fig. 2: The shoe last’s image manufactured with soft systems

2.2. The reproduction of the shoe last dressed with the footwear’s faces in 3 D
The reproduction in 3D of the shoe last witch is dressed with footwear’s faces, is made with a
scanning machine 3D Atos which is integrated to the computer, like in the Fig.3.

Fig. 3: The copying process in 3 D of the shoe last with the faces pulled with the scanning machine

The shoe last dressed with the faces, as shown in Fig.3, is introduced in the scanning
machine for copying. Before the introduction, on the faces are applied different types of adhesives.
The machine allows photographing the entire area of the footwear through the faces pressing
on the device that gathers numerical data. The machines presses the effaces on the device that gathers
numerical data to decrease as possible the error introduction, determined by the shoe lasts thicknesses
witch compose the faces. The shoe last has the possibility to rotate gradual, to allow photographing of
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the entire volume. The pressing process and the gathering data one, starts from one of the limit parts of
the shoe last, it continues with the planner area that with the other limit part until the shoe last comes
in the horizontal position. To the copying process a lot of attention needs to be accorded to the area
that marks the shoe lasts edge where the faces have been pulled, because this area is hard to be
recognized by the machine. The numerical data gathered through pressing, are introduced
simultaneously in the computer’s program as a point cloud of the pressed shape [1], [3]. The resulted
shape is represented in the Fig 4.

Fig 4: The copied shape as a point cloud

The 3 D designing of the sole will be realized on this shape from, following the next steps:
the manufacture of the sole’s surface, the lateral surface realization of the sole’s shape, obtaining the
link surface between the lateral side and the planner one of the sole, of the sole’s margin, the sole’s
designing contains the skid proof area [6],[7].
In Fig. 5 is presented the 2D model of a bicolor soles to be projected 3D according to the
method of work.

Fig 5: The sole’s designing in 2D

2.3. Designing the sole’s planner surface
In the Fig 6, it’s been presented in 2 D, using the interpolator method through Spline
functions, designing the planner surface of the shoe last increased with the faces [1],[8].
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Fig 6: Designing the planner surface of the sole pulled through interpolator and Spline functions

To obtain the sole’s shape in 3D, there will be drawn, like in the Fig 7, the transversal section
of the surface [1],[4].

Fig 7: Obtaining the sole’s pick

The transversal sections are realized from the point cloud, the plans parallel and equidistant
direct on the planner surface of the shape in the Fig 5. These sections that have been drawn through
points have to be corrected. So, there are constructed Spline curves, which have to cut the
imperfections. On the Spline curves corrected, is drawn the planner surface of the sole from the Fig.8.

Fig 8: The planner surface of the sole that comes in contact with the shoe last

After drawing this surface, it is analyzed again and where has appeared inequalities between
the parallel sections of the sole’s surface, are done point corrections.
2.4. Designing the lateral surface of the sole
So created the planner surface, next to be constructed will be the sole’s lateral surface [1],[9].
This construction will be realized on the network from the Fig 5, following the next steps:
- In the first step is being obtained a section in the upper area of the shape hence will be constructed a
2D Spline curve line. The shape is sectioned with radial plans, are obtained point lines that are
constructed Spline curves witch serve to generate the lateral surface. Not all the sections are used in
the surface construction. The density of necessary sections will be directly proportioned with the
surface complexity. So, for the heel and toe areas will be necessary more sections and for the rest of
the surfaces will be necessary fewer sections.
- In the second step, will be draw the lateral surface through analyzing and correcting the points. The
surface is constructed using 2D Spline functions resulted from the radial sections. The surface
obtained has to be controlled to eliminate the imperfections. The way of realizing the contour are
different and have as target the improvement of the surfaces. These corrections can be made on
sections like the correction of the sole’s planner surface. The sections plan has to be chosen
considering the surface area that has to be improved or rotating the image so that it can be obtained the
light reflection movement on the surface to relieve the points that have to be modified. Working this
way, are relieved the areas where the point distancing took place. Once individualized the areas that
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have to be corrected, it can be modified the control points of the surface. In the end is obtained the
contour like in the Fig 9.

Fig9: Realizing the lateral surface of the sole’s shape

Obtaining the link surface between the lateral side and the planner one of the sole, the sole’s
margin, is realized through the intersection of the points that pass through its planner surface of the
lateral shape and surface
In the Fig 10 have been represented point sections with surfaces and cloud point with surfaces.

Fig.10: Point sections and cloud point with surfaces

In this step was realized the mathematic pattern of the shape, obtaining the shape in 3D, it
represents the intermediary phase when the mathematic pattern of the product has been realized. This
pattern will be used forward to obtain the sole’s exact pattern.
2.5. Designing the exterior sole, with skid proof area
The exterior sole is designed [1],[4] on the fond surface in the Fig 10 using 3D Spline
functions, like in the Fig 11.

Fig 11: The sole’s drawing with skid proof area

Fig 12: Separating the two soles

As the sole is bicolor, it will be considered that the interior sole the one without the skid proof
area and the exterior sole that has skid proof area. Being obtained both soles mono-block, it can be
studied the evolution of the surfaces that limit the two soles by introducing some sections in the
important points that separate them , like in the Fig 12.
The skid proof areas are designed on the exterior contour of the sole. It has the role to avoid
the foot slipping on the support plan during the walk. The skid proof area has to be designed so it can
be perpendicular on the slipping directions to the contact with the ground, to the foot’s rolling and to
the feet propel. The skid proof areas in the sole’s case that is being studied in this paper, are negative
because are included in the sole’s thickness.
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To draw the decorative lines from the lateral side of the bi-dimensional sole is designed on
smooth surfaces. For a correct construction of the esthetic lines, they have to be continued from the
skid proof area to the lateral surface. The final shape of the sole is represented like in the Fig 13.

Fig 13: The final shape of the sole in 3 D

3. CONCLUSIONS
The main advantages of the presented design method are:
• design precision,
• visualization in 3D space of the sole,
• the possibility to take the best decision viewing the acceptance of new sole’s pattern.
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